1.3 Building credible partnerships
with social influencers and experts
Scope
This document is intended for those working in the wellness
industry who are providing information to consumers
throughout the UK and Europe. This guidance aims to provide
clarity on how to identify credible online influencers and
experts, and how to ensure partnerships are credible.

Why is it important to work with
credible online influencers and
experts?
Ambassadors play an important role in the wellness industry.
They can contribute to growing a brand’s presence among
consumers, providing reassurance and trustworthiness.
Because online influencers/experts are already trusted within
their area of specialism, often their word is taken as gospel.
Their endorsement can be hugely valuable for marketing tool
for brands. Consumers look at experts and influencers within
the relevant field to provide advice, recommendations and
guidance from a highly qualified, experienced and ethical
standpoint. Due to this level of public trust, we believe that
brands, and the influencers and experts they engage with,
should seek to ensure that their partnerships and resulting
content meet the highest standards of excellence.
No matter how great your content is, if it is not delivered
responsibly and accurately to consumers, it can be received
negatively and can have an undesirable impact on the
reputation of your brand. Conversely, credible partnerships
and credible content have the power to influence consumers’
decision-making process for the better. It can help to drive
belief in a brand.
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If an ambassador or healthcare professional is seen to be providing advice that they are not qualified to give,
or that is based on dubious evidence, this can lead to controversy and public scepticism, thereby tarnishing a
partnering brand’s image and, by extension, the industry as a whole. Engaging with credible, well-informed and
highly-qualified influencers/experts is therefore paramount to ensuring the credibility of your brand.

Are the influencers/experts you partner with really credible leaders?
Credible influencers/experts will have earned a positive reputation in their field. Healthcare professionals and
nutrition or fitness specialists of a highly qualified level will have spent many years in professional academic and
clinical practice, training to acquire a solid foundation of knowledge, coupled with a portfolio of relevant experience.
They adhere to professional industry standards, are considered experts in the field through the authoring of
publications and guidelines, are linked to research and professional institutions, undertake public speaking
at industry-recognised events, and actively continue their professional development with further training and
support from their relevant professional organisations.
When selecting a health and wellness influencer/expert
to endorse or partner with, it is important to consider the
following:
● The legitimacy and validity of their qualifications and skills.
● Their level of expertise in their field or speciality.
● How many years experience they possess in clinical or
professional practice.
● Their membership of a professional body e.g. REPS for
personal trainers, The British Association for Applied
Nutrition and Nutritional Therapy (BANT) for nutritional
therapists, or the Association of Nutrition for nutritionists.
● Their membership of councils and expert-steering
committees to ensure accountability.
● The number of industry awards and/or recognised
accolades they have obtained.
● Their general reputation (positive or negative) in the public
arena, and scientific/academic community.
● It is also worth noting the influencer/expert’s wider sphere
of influence (e.g. social media presence) - although
this should be given the least amount of weight when
considering a potential collaboration or partnership.
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Considerations for working with ambassadors and influencers:
1. Does the influencer/expert positively meet all, or most, of the standards outlined above?
2. Is the influencer/expert reluctant or open to sharing with you their qualifications and memberships?
3. Has the individual previously been in the public media for positive or negative communication or behaviour?
4. Does the influencer/expert embody the values, ethics and overall image reflected by your brand?
5. Has the influencer/expert been linked to, or endorsed products and services, that fall outside your brand’s
values?
6. Does the influencer/expert have positive recommendations from other professionals in their field?
7. Does the influencer/expert have positive and ethical relationships with other health and wellness brands?
8. Is the influencer/expert comfortable in engaging with healthy discussions, and are they confident and positive
when dealing with difficult situations or conflict?
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If you are a wellness brand, publisher, expert,
influencer or ambassador who cares about
credibility and wants to improve standards
within the industry, find out how to apply for
the WellSpoken Mark and join our growing
community of trusted names:
W: www.wearewellspoken.com
E: info@wearewellspoken.com
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